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CIO Flash

We remain constructive

Our December 2018 targets, slightly revised

Despite recent market turbulence we reiterate our key

themes, albeit with minor adjustments

Economic outlook:

We see solid economic momentum in both Europe and the United
States, but few signs as yet of inflation sharply accelerating. For
now, no significant impact on real economic activity from financial-
market events.

Monetary policy:

We expect three rate hikes by the U.S. Federal Reserve by the end
of 2018. Towards the end of the year, attention is likely to shift to
the European Central Bank (ECB) following the Fed's path towards
normalization.

Currencies:

We believe that the recent dollar weakness has been overdone.
Yield differentials, high net long euro positions and technical factors
should leave some scope for a dollar rebound. For December 2018,
we are sticking to our call of $1.15 per euro.

Fixed income:

• We are raising our rates forecasts for U.S. Treasuries (2-, 10-
and 30-year) and German Bunds (2- and 10-year).

• For the Eurozone periphery, we expect a tightening of spreads
(vs. Bunds) for Italy to 120 bps, and are reducing our spread
forecast for Spain to 90 bps (roughly where markets are
currently trading).

• No changes to other spread targets.

Equities:

• We are sticking to our view that there is significant upside from
current levels.

• All our year-end targets for developed markets remain intact.
Within developed markets this suggests larger upside outside
the United States.

• Within emerging markets, we are actually raising our targets
for Latin America.

Fixed income

Current* Dec 2018F
United States

U.S. Treasuries (10-year) 2.85%  3.00%
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U.S. municipal bonds 86.1%  85%

U.S. investment-grade
corporates 88 bp  80 bp

U.S. high-yield
corporates 369 bp  350 bp

Securitized: mortgage-
backed securities1 72 bp  100 bp

Europe

German Bunds (10-year) 0.75%  1.00%

UK Gilts (10-year) 1.57%  1.40%

Euro investment-grade
corporates2 84 bp  75 bp

Euro high-yield
corporates2 291 bp  260 bp

Securitized: covered
bonds 36 bp  65 bp

Italy (10-year)2 130 bp  120 bp

Asia-Pacific

Japanese government
bonds (10-year) 0.07%  0.1%

Asia credit 219 bp  210 bp

Global

Emerging-market
sovereigns 287 bp  285 bp

Emerging-market credit 282 bp  270 bp

* Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. as of 2/9/18

F refers to our forecasts as of 2/12/18

1 Current-coupon spread vs. 7-year U.S. Treasuries

2 Spread over German Bunds

bp = basis points

For sovereign bonds,  denotes rising yields,  unchanged
yields and  falling yields. For corporates, securitized/
specialties and emerging-market bonds, the arrows depict the
option-adjusted spread over U.S. Treasuries:  depicts a rising
spread,  a sideways trend and  a falling spread.
The arrows’ colors illustrate the return opportunities for
long-only investors.  Positive return potential for long-only
investors.  Limited return opportunity as well as downside
risk.  Negative return potential for long-only investors.

Currencies

Currencies Current* Dec 2018F

EUR vs. USD 1.23  1.15

USD vs. JPY 109  115

EUR vs. GBP 0.89  0.88

GBP vs. USD 1.38  1.3

USD vs. CNY 6.3  6.8

* Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. as of 2/9/18

F refers to our forecasts as of 2/12/18

Equities

Equity markets (index
value in points) Current* Dec 2018F

United States (S&P 500) 2,620  2,750
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Europe (Stoxx Europe
600) 369  405

Eurozone (Euro Stoxx
50) 3,326  3,780

Germany (Dax)1 12,107  14,100

United Kingdom (FTSE
100) 7,092  7,500

Switzerland (Swiss
Market Index) 8,682  9,450

Japan (MSCI Japan
Index) 1,030  1,120

MSCI Emerging Markets
Index (USD) 1,143  1,210

MSCI AC Asia ex Japan
Index (USD) 697  760

MSCI EM Latin America
Index (USD) 2,952  3,150

* Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P. as of 2/9/18

F refers to our forecasts as of 2/12/18

1 Total-return index (includes dividends)

For currencies and equities, the arrows signal whether we
expect to see an upward trend  , a sideways trend  or a
downward trend  .
The arrows’ colors illustrate the return opportunities for
long-only investors.  Positive return potential for long-only
investors.  Limited return opportunity as well as downside
risk.  Negative return potential for long-only investors
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Glossary

Basis point

One basis point equals 1/100 of a percentage point.

Bunds

Bunds is a commonly used term for bonds issued by the German
federal government with a maturity of 10 years.

Bunds

Bunds is a commonly used term for bonds issued by the German
federal government with a maturity of 10 years.

Chinese yuan (CNY)

The Chinese yuan (CNY) is legal tender on the Chinese mainland
and the unit of account of the currency, Renminbi (RMB).

Covered bonds

Covered bonds are securities similar to asset-backed securities
(ABS) which are covered with public-sector or mortgages loans and
remain on the issuer's balance sheet.

Dax

The Dax is a blue-chip stock-market index consisting of the 30 major
German companies trading on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.

Emerging markets (EM)

Emerging markets (EM) are economies not yet fully developed in
terms of, amongst others, market efficiency and liquidity.

Emerging markets (EM)

Emerging markets (EM) are economies not yet fully developed in
terms of, amongst others, market efficiency and liquidity.

EUR

EUR is the currency code for the euro, the currency of the Eurozone.

Euro (EUR)

The euro (EUR) is the common currency of states participating in
the Economic and Monetary Union and is the second most held
reserve currency in the world after the dollar.

Euro Stoxx 50

The Euro Stoxx 50 is an index that tracks the performance of blue-
chip stocks in the Eurozone.

European Central Bank (ECB)

The European Central Bank (ECB) is the central bank for the
Eurozone.
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Eurozone

The Eurozone is formed of 19 European Union member states that
have adopted the euro as their common currency and sole legal
tender.

FTSE 100

The FTSE 100 is an index that tracks the performance of the 100
major companies trading on the London Stock Exchange.

Gilts

Gilts are bonds that are issued by the British Government.

High Yield (HY)

High-yield bonds are issued by below-investment-grade-rated
issuers and usually offer a relatively high yield.

Inflation

Inflation is the rate at which the general level of prices for goods and
services is rising and, subsequently, purchasing power is falling.

Investment grade (IG)

Investment grade (IG) refers to a credit rating from a rating agency
that indicates that a bond has a relatively low risk of default.

Japanese yen (JPY)

The Japanese yen (JPY) is the official currency of Japan.

Mortgage-backed security (MBS)

A mortgage-backed security (MBS) is a special type of
asset-backed security where the holder receives interest and
redemption payments from pooled mortgage debtors, secured by
the underlying mortgages.

MSCI Asia ex Japan Index

The MSCI AC Asia ex Japan Index captures large- and mid-cap
representation across 2 of 3 developed-market countries (excluding
Japan) and 8 emerging-market countries in Asia.

MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) Latin America Index

The MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) Latin America Index captures
large- and mid-cap representation across five emerging-market
countries in Latin America.

MSCI Emerging Markets Index

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index captures large- and mid-cap
representation across 23 emerging-market countries.

MSCI Japan Index

The MSCI Japan Index is designed to measure the performance of
the large- and mid-cap segments of the Japanese market.
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Municipal bonds (Munis)

Municipal bonds (Munis) are debt securities issued by a state,
municipality or country.

Periphery

Periphery countries are less developed than the core countries of
a specific region. In the Eurozone, the euro periphery consists of
the economically weaker countries such as Greece, Portugal, Italy,
Spain and Ireland.

Pound sterling (GBP)

The pound sterling (GBP), or simply the pound, is the official
currency of the United Kingdom and its territories.

S&P 500

The S&P 500 is an index that includes 500 leading U.S. companies
capturing approximately 80% coverage of available U.S. market
capitalization.

Spread

The spread is the difference between the quoted rates of return on
two different investments, usually of different credit quality.

Stoxx Europe 600

The Stoxx Europe 600 is an index representing the performance of
600 listed companies across 18 European countries.

Swiss Market Index (SMI)

The Swiss Market Index (SMI) is Switzerland's most important
equity index, consisting of the 20 largest and most liquid large- and
mid-cap stocks.

Treasuries

Treasuries are fixed-interest U.S. government debt securities with
different maturities: Treasury bills (1 year maximum), Treasury notes
(2 to 10 years), Treasury bonds (20 to 30 years) and Treasury Inflation
Protected Securities (TIPS) (5, 10 and 30 years).

Treasuries

Treasuries are fixed-interest U.S. government debt securities with
different maturities: Treasury bills (1 year maximum), Treasury notes
(2 to 10 years), Treasury bonds (20 to 30 years) and Treasury Inflation
Protected Securities (TIPS) (5, 10 and 30 years).

U.S. dollar (USD)

The U.S. dollar (USD) is the official currency of the United States
and its overseas territories.
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U.S. dollar (USD)

The U.S. dollar (USD) is the official currency of the United States
and its overseas territories.

U.S. Federal Reserve Board (the Fed)

The U.S. Federal Reserve Board, often referred to as "the Fed", is
the central bank of the United States.
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Risk warning

Investments are subject to investment risk, including market
fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and
loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can
fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally
invested at any point in time.

Investments in Foreign Countries – Such investments may be in
countries that prove to be politically or economically unstable.
Furthermore, in the case of investments in foreign securities or
other assets, any fluctuations in currency exchange rates will
affect the value of the investments and any restrictions imposed
to prevent capital flight may make it difficult or impossible
to exchange or repatriate foreign currency. Foreign Exchange/
Currency – Such transactions involve multiple risks, including
currency risk and settlement risk. Economic or financial instability,
lack of timely or reliable financial information or unfavorable
political or legal developments may substantially and permanently
alter the conditions, terms, marketability or price of a foreign
currency. Profits and losses in transactions in foreign exchange
will also be affected by fluctuations in currency where there is a
need to convert the product’s denomination(s) to another currency.
Time zone differences may cause several hours to elapse between
a payment being made in one currency and an offsetting payment
in another currency. Relevant movements in currencies during
the settlement period may seriously erode potential profits or
significantly increase any losses.

High Yield Fixed Income Securities – Investing in high yield bonds,
which tend to be more volatile than investment grade fixed income
securities, is speculative. These bonds are affected by interest rate
changes and the creditworthiness of the issuers, and investing in
high yield bonds poses additional credit risk, as well as greater risk
of default.

Hedge Funds – An investment in hedge funds is speculative
and involves a high degree of risk, and is suitable only for
“Qualified Purchasers” as defined by the US Investment Company
Act of 1940 and “Accredited Investors” as defined in Regulation
D of the 1933 Securities Act. No assurance can be given that
a hedge fund’s investment objective will be achieved, or that
investors will receive a return of all or part of their investment.
Commodities – The risk of loss in trading commodities can
be substantial. The price of commodities (e.g., raw industrial
materials such as gold, copper and aluminium) may be subject
to substantial fluctuations over short periods of time and
may be affected by unpredicted international monetary and
political policies. Additionally, valuations of commodities may be
susceptible to such adverse global economic, political or regulatory
developments. Prospective investors must independently assess
the appropriateness of an investment in commodities in light
of their own financial condition and objectives. Not all affiliates
or subsidiaries of Deutsche Bank Group offer commodities or
commodities-related products and services.
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Investment in private equity funds is speculative and involves
significant risks including illiquidity, heightened potential for loss
and lack of transparency. The environment for private equity
investments is increasingly volatile and competitive, and an investor
should only invest in the fund if the investor can withstand a total
loss. In light of the fact that there are restrictions on withdrawals,
transfers and redemptions, and the Funds are not registered under
the securities laws of any jurisdictions, an investment in the funds
will be illiquid. Investors should be prepared to bear the financial
risks of their investments for an indefinite period of time.

Investment in real estate may be or become nonperforming after
acquisition for a wide variety of reasons. Nonperforming real estate
investment may require substantial workout negotiations and/ or
restructuring. Environmental liabilities may pose a risk such that
the owner or operator of real property may become liable for the
costs of removal or remediation of certain hazardous substances
released on, about, under, or in its property. Additionally, to the
extent real estate investments are made in foreign countries, such
countries may prove to be politically or economically unstable.
Finally, exposure to fluctuations in currency exchange rates may
affect the value of a real estate investment.

Structured solutions are not suitable for all investors due to potential
illiquidity, optionality, time to redemption, and the payoff profile of
the strategy. We or our affiliates or persons associated with us or
such affiliates may: maintain a long or short position in securities
referred to herein, or in related futures or options, purchase or sell,
make a market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such
securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation. Calculations
of returns on the instruments may be linked to a referenced
index or interest rate. In such cases, the investments may not be
suitable for persons unfamiliar with such index or interest rates, or
unwilling or unable to bear the risks associated with the transaction.
Products denominated in a currency, other than the investor’s home
currency, will be subject to changes in exchange rates, which may
have an adverse effect on the value, price or income return of the
products. These products may not be readily realizable investments
and are not traded on any regulated market.

Hong Kong

The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any
regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise
caution in relation to the investments contained herein. If you are
in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you
should obtain independent professional advice. This document has
not been approved by the Securities and Futures Commission in
Hong Kong nor has a copy of this document been registered by
the Registrar of Companies in Hong Kong and, accordingly, (a)
the investments (except for investments which are a “structured
product” as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance
(Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong) (the “SFO”)) may not be
offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of this document or
any other document other than to “professional investors” within
the meaning of the SFO and any rules made thereunder, or in
other circumstances which do not result in the document being
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a “prospectus” as defined in the Companies (Winding Up and
Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Cap. 32 of the Laws of Hong
Kong) (“CO”) or which do not constitute an offer to the public within
the meaning of the CO and (b) no person shall issue or possess
for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any
advertisement, invitation or document relating to the investments
which is directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be
accessed or read by, the public in Hong Kong (except if permitted
to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with
respect to the investments which are or are intended to be disposed
of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to “professional
investors” within the meaning of the SFO and any rules made
thereunder.

Singapore

Singapore Interests in the funds mentioned herein are not allowed
to be made to the public or any members of the public in Singapore
other than (i) to an institutional investor under Section 274 or 304
of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap 289) (“SFA“), as the case
may be, (ii) to a relevant person (which includes an Accredited
Investor) pursuant to Section 275 or 305 and in accordance with
other conditions specified in Section 275 or 305 respectively of
the SFA, as the case may be, or (iii) otherwise pursuant to, and in
accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision
of the SFA.

Important Information

Deutsche Asset Management is the brand name of the Asset
Management division of the Deutsche Bank Group. The respective
legal entities offering products or services under the Deutsche
Asset Management brand are specified in the respective contracts,
sales materials and other product information documents.
Deutsche Asset Management, through Deutsche Bank AG, its
affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively
“Deutsche Bank”) are communicating this document in good faith
and on the following basis.

This document has been prepared without consideration of
the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of
any investor. Before making an investment decision, investors
need to consider, with or without the assistance of an
investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies
described or provided by Deutsche Bank, are appropriate, in
light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial
circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for information/
discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer,
recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and
should not be treated as giving investment advice. Deutsche Bank
does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should seek advice
from their own tax experts and lawyers, in considering investments
and strategies suggested by Deutsche Bank. Investments with
Deutsche Bank are not guaranteed, unless specified.

Investments are subject to various risks, including market
fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and
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loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments
can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount
originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial
fluctuations of the value of the investment are possible even
over short periods of time. The terms of any investment will
be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk
considerations, contained in the offering documents. When making
an investment decision, you should rely on the final documentation
relating to the transaction and not the summary contained herein.
Past performance is no guarantee of current or future performance.
Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or
warranty as to future performance. Although the information herein
has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do
not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. Opinions and
estimates may be changed without notice and involve a number
of assumptions which may not prove valid. We or our affiliates or
persons associated with us or such affiliates (“Associated Persons”)
may (i) maintain a long or short position in securities referred to
herein, or in related futures or options, and (ii) purchase or sell,
make a market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such
securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation.

The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any
research department within Deutsche Bank and is not investment
research. Therefore, laws and regulations relating to investment
research do not apply to it. Any opinions expressed herein
may differ from the opinions expressed by other Deutsche Bank
departments including research departments. This document may
contain forward looking statements. Forward looking statements
include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections,
opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. The
forward looking statements expressed constitute the author’s
judgment as of the date of this material. Forward looking
statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments
and analyses and changes thereto and/or consideration of different
or additional factors could have a material impact on the results
indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially,
from the results contained herein. No representation or warranty is
made by Deutsche Bank as to the reasonableness or completeness
of such forward looking statements or to any other financial
information contained herein.

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without our
written authority. The manner of circulation and distribution of
this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain
countries, including the United States. This document is not
directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person
or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality,
state, country or other jurisdiction, including the United States,
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be
contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Deutsche
Bank to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction. Persons into
whose possession this document may come are required to inform
themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions. Unless notified
to the contrary in a particular case, investment instruments are
not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (”FDIC“)
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or any other governmental entity, and are not guaranteed by or
obligations of Deutsche Bank AG or its affiliates.
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